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JAYA SHREE TEXTILES (A UNIT OF ADITYA BIRLA NUVO LTD.), PRABASNAGAR
Jaya Shree Textiles, part of the US $40 billion Aditya Birla
Group, is India’s top linen brand manufacturing company. It
is the only integrated linen factory in the country with stateof-the-art facilities equipped with the latest spinning,
weaving and finishing system from Switzerland and Italy. A
leading player in the domestic linen and worsted yarn segment, the company
has significantly revolutionised the Indian textile market by popularising ‘linen’
in India across a wide customer base with its brand “Linen Club”. Jaya Shree
Textiles was established in 1949 at Rishra in Hooghly district of West Bengal. It
has successfully sailed through ups and downs of Textile Business and today it
has emerged as a leader in linen and wool business in India.

K.K.P SPINNING MILLS PVT. LTD., NAMAKKAL
K.K.P. Group has grown from a 2000 spindle to 100000
spindle contributing production of 45 Tons of ring spun yarn /
2160 rotors producing 15 Tons of OE yarn unit parallelly
developing in-house manufacturing facilities for weaving.
K.K.P. Group provides a vertical facility where a client can get yarn to fabric.
Product range includes cotton yarn (compact ring spun / open end) and grey
fabrics of cotton / modal / tencel & viscose, 100% Lenzing modal and fibre
blends in Lenzing modal with cotton / 100% Lenzing viscose and fibre blends
in Lenzing modal with cotton / 100% Tencel and Tencel Blends / 100% linen
fabrics and linen / flex blends in woven fabric.

KEJRIWAL FASHIONS PVT. LTD., SURAT
Kejriwal Fashions is a leading manufacturer/supplier of all
type of man made fabric for ladies garment, scarf,
accessories etc. The company has been doing this business
for 22 years for almost all the prestigious international
brands like Walmart, Jc Penney, Gap, Target, Red Cat, H&M, Holister,
Abercrombie, Tom Talor, Esprit, Marks & Spenser, S/Oliver, etc. Kejriwal
Fashions maintains all the chemical norms, gradation & matching as per
required parameters. Maintaining delivery schedule and quality is our main
concern.

KEONA FASHION, SURAT
Keona Fashion is a leading supplier and manufacturer of
premium quality of embroidery fabrics and high speed digital
textile printing. Product includes embroidery work on net,
silk, viscose, cotton, polyester and various types of fabric.
The company offers digital print on silk, polyester, poly-cotton fabrics.

KING LACES, SURAT
When it comes to most nimble-fingered embroidered laces /
border manufacturers in India, then our name is counted first.
King Laces embroidered laces is capable to add charisma in
any kind of dress & saree. The company manufactures and
exports fancy laces and offers a finest quality of raw materials for manufacturer
of laces.

LABLE SOLUTIONS, DELHI
Lable Solutions is manufacturers and exporters in PVC and
light patches for kids garments. Products includes high
density & silicon heat transfer, PU metal patches, kids light
patches, direct PVC & reflective welding on garment,
sublimation, puff & glitter heat transfers, image printing on Tshirt, fabric super
emboss, P.V.C. label, rubber label, P.U. night glowing, metal label, towel
patches, lazer engraving, stuff toy patch for kids.

MAHARANI FABRICS, JAIPUR
Maharani Fabrics specializes in different printing processes
like dabu, kalamkaari, bagru, ajrakh, black & whites,
sanganeri prints, indigoes, and various screen prints. Over
the years the company has incorporated extensive network of
weavers from all over the world producing various weaves and blends of
natural yarns including cotton, chanderi, rayon, silk, handloom, etc.

MANIBHADRA’S MULTIFABRICS CORP., SURAT
Manibhadra is into manufacturing of garment fashion fabrics,
digital print dress & furnishing fabrics, embroidered designer
fabrics, lining fabrics, viscose fabrics, jari knitted fabrics.
Dyeble fabrics: nylon & viscose garment fabrics. Acrylic fur
fabrics. Uniform fabrics: saree & salwar kameez fabrics t-shirts & male
uniforms.
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MEHER INTERNATIONAL, SURAT
Meher International since its inception from 1991, has
established itself a key player in the international textile
business covering supply of various kinds of fibers, yarns
and fabrics from India, China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Taiwan
whereby having customers presence in 60 countries which includes Asia,
Africa, Middle East, Europe and South America.
MILANTEX FASHIONS, BHIWANDI
Milantex Fashions manufactures shirtings in 100% cottons,
100% linens, cotton linens, poly cottons, CVC and suiting in
100% cottons, linens, cotton linens, poky viscose, poly
wool, poly cottons and 100% spun polyesters. The
company exports fabrics to Europe, Middle East, Far East, Africa and Latin
American ports.
MODI SILK MILLS, SURAT
Modi Silk Mills offers all type of polyester prints, digital &
dyed / poly knits prints, dyed & lining / greigh viscose &
nylon / jacquards & dobby / foiling, flocking / new types of
special fabrics developments.

MOHAN SPINTEX INDIA LIMITED, VIJAYAWADA
Mohan Spintex India Limited founded in the year 2005,
having capacity to produce over 2500 kgs tons of quality
yarn and 15,00,000 meters of cloth per month. Bed linen at
a capacity of 90,000 pieces per annum for home, hotel and
hospitals. The company is among India's leading manufacturers and
exporters of textiles products and is ranked #2 in the state of Andhra Pradesh.
Mohan's portfolio includes 100% cotton compact, combed carded, open end,
ply yarn, fabric & bed linens. Our production capacity is 1,20,000 spindles,
4800 TFO Drums, 6250 Rotors, 156 Airjet looms.

MUKESH INDUSTRIES LIMITED, AHMEDABAD
Mukesh Industries is a complete one stop solution for all
processing needs, printing, dyeing & finishing on cotton and
viscose or blends based woven & knits, with all in-house
design studio, exposing and fully equipped laboratory,
providing quality as per buyer’s need.

MULTI SALES CORPORATION, BANGALORE
Multi Sales Corporation manufactures buttons. Products
include polyester buttons - pearl buttons, chalk buttons,
immitation mother of pearl buttons, fake horn buttons,
artificial crozo buttons, cut buttons, edge engraved buttons,
floral & polygonal buttons, shank buttons & novelty designs
etc. Natural buttons-coconut shell buttons, wood buttons, real shell buttons,
rubber buttons, other buttons-die cast buttons, snap fasteners, fabric covered
buttons.

NARAIN SYNTHETICS PVT. LTD., MUMBAI
Narains Synthetics manufactures a plethora of various
fabrics. All kinds of stunning fabrics and designs ranging
from fabrics for suiting & shirting having different play off
weaves like (plains, twills, satin, dobbies & etc) in fiber /
yarn dyed & piece dyed fabrics for over 33 years. Product
range - poly viscose, poly wool, stretch (mono/bistretch), linen blends, tencel
blends, shirting range & teflon finished / tweed / melton / tropical / serge. The
bottom weight fabric range for end use in suits, trousers and jackets are
available in compositions poly viscose, poly viscose lycra, poly wool, poly
wool viscose, 100% cotton, 100% linen, cotton blended and linen blended.

NATARAJA TEXTILES, ERODE
Nataraja Textiles is one of the yarn dyed manufacturers in
Erode, the company manufactures all kinds of yarn dyed
fabric, dobby viscose fabric, dobby greige, greige with
fancy lurex & fancy yarns, melange y/d fabrics, solid dyed
cotton & viscose fabrics, specialised neepy yarns, 100%
cotton & rayon printed fabric.
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